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 Bitoasis is partnering with 

 Mastercard to launch 

crypto-linked cards

Binance launches a   

cryptocurrency exchange  

 in Bahrain 

 Few 3commas bot users 

 report accounts getting

hacked and losing millions

Near Dodges 

another UST disaster

Elon musk has officially taken over Twitter

Issue
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Officially: ELONMUSK owns Twitter

 Metaverse continues to make billions in losses

for META

 worth mentioning; Binance contributed $500 million to the

acquisition deal and the exchange owns 1.1363% of Twitter

 cz binance announces that Kazakhstan will

 merge its central bank digital currency with

BNBChain

 WesternUnion the money transfer giant

is seeking to enter the world of crypto

 PayPal is applying to register its

 trademark in the process of 

providing encryption services

MeritCircle Governance Communi-

ty Agrees to Burn 200,000,000 MC

 Cz stated that after the platform obtained

a license in Kazakhstan, the deputy gover-

nor of the Central Bank discussed ways of co-

operation with BNBChain on the CBDC project

Western Union Money Transfer Company has 

submitted a request to register its trade-

mark in order to provide crypto services

 Western Union plans to offer trading and

digital cryptocurrency exchange  services

 PayPal plans to offer trading services

and process cryptocurrency transactions

Meta released its quarterly financial report yesterday, 

showing that the Metaverse division lost $3.67 billion 

during the third quarter of 2022.
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 google cloud will start offering blockchain Nodes services to 

Ethereum network

Binance launches a cryptocurrency trading exchange in Bahrain

 Google Cloud has announced that it will provide its cloud servic11es to Web 3 projects
through Blockchain Nodes which is considered infrastructure for its Web 3 projects

 Binance announced the launch of the BinanceBH platform under its license as a provider of crypto asset servicesUsers in

 Bahrain will be able to make banking transactions and access Binance products and services under the supervision of the Central

Bank of Bahrain
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 Mining company Core Scientific is nearing bankruptcy

due to a slump in the cryptocurrency  market

 Binance announces the

launch of Binance Oracles

 Can Reddit revive the NFT

market

 BitOasis announced its collaboration with

Mastercard to launch cards linked to 

cryptocurrency 

Chainlink has long dominated Oracles technol-

ogy, but with the increase in hacking processes 

 exploiting Oracles, Binance has decided

to launch Oracle for the BNBChain network

 Last July, social media platform Reddit anounced

 a collaboration with Matic to launch NFTs for

 users of Avatar characters In a few months,

more than 2.8 million people owned RedditNFTs

  Card users will be able to convert their cryptocurrency

 into cash to complete payments in more than 90 million

 stores worldwideThe card is expected to be launched at

the beginning of 2023

 The company submitted a financial report to the SEC Committee, showing that the 

 company is about to go bankrupt ! As of September 30, the company owned 1051 Bitcoin,

and now the company has only 24 BTCThe company's stock fell 75%, affected by the news
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Apple amends the regulations of the App store to  

control NFTs applications and trading platforms

The British House of Commons is vot-

 ing to amend the Markets and Financial

Services Act to include cryptocurrencies

Bitmex CEO ,Alexander Höptner 

steps down 

 DeFi's total Value locked for the NEAR

Protocol network have decreased by 

47%  

 according to the law; cryptocurrencies  will

be legalized in the range of financial services

 Moreover; The law includes the extension of

current regulations to include stablecoins for

payments  

 The reason behind this is the announcement that

 the USN stablecoin project has been discontinued

after the coin team admitted that it was not fully 

dollar-backed  

First : NFTs

 Apple has confirmed that NFT

 apps on the App Store will be

 subject to 30% commission on

 buying and sellingIn addition,

Apple clarified that only per-

mitted NFT apps provide mar-

 ket listing services, deed, and

 transfer of ownership and it will 

 prevent  any application that

 uses NFT to unlock new features

 and functions Apple has also

 confirmed that NFTs applications

are not allowed to avoid com-

 mission by instructing the user

 to complete the process outside

the application

Second :Trading platforms

Allow trading platforms to car-

 ry out their work by facilitating

 cryptocurrency transactions

 and transfers, provided that

the platform holds the neces-

 sary licenses in each country or

region where the application

is available 
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 Saudi Arabia highlights cryptocurrencies and Blockchain in the Saudi

Future investment Initiative

 Saudi Arabia this week hosted

some of the most notable  per-

 sonalities in the crypto field to

 talk about the future of crypto

 and the role of governments in

 cryptocurrency technologyCZ

 attended a discussion on the

 future of Web3 and this is the

 first official presence of CZ in

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

The Saudi Future Investment 

 Initiative also hosted a panel 

discussion entitled

The speakers were:

Nicolas Carey Co-Founder of 

blockchain.com

Andrew druge from Republic

Hani Rashwan  

 CEO of  21Shares company

Tim grant 

from Galaxy Digital 

moreover; Ola Doudin 

 ,founder of BitOasis, 

 participated in the initiative to

 talk about the future of crypto

and aspects of legalization 

“Building 

A 

Better 

Crypto 

Economy” 
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If you use 3 Comma's Bot to trade, beware of thefts

 The Pancakeswap governance community approves the Aptos network support proposal

After 98% support for the proposal,Pancakeswap developers will work on full support for the network

services will be launched, which areswap  farms  Pools  IFOs 4:

 Furthermore; The Cake coin will be launched on the Aptos network

 One of the users of 3 commas Bot

 stated that his account connected

 to the FTX platform has traded DMG

 token more than 5,000 times and

because of this he lost almost $ 1.6

million  

 When the user communicaed

 with FTX, the response was

that the bot API was leaked

 But 3commos responded that it is

 investigating the reson behind

 these report And already 3commas 

 responded that some users' API

was leaked but not by the company

 commas explained that  3

some scam sites have created 

 phishing sites similar to 3   

Commas to d       fraud 3 Commas users

So when the user connects his 

 account to the Bot, the site steals

the API and conducts unauthorized 

trading operations by the user

 ftx will compensate 3commas bot 

users who were hacked with $6 

 million Sam bankman-Fried

has announced that FTX will 

 compensate users who have

been defrauded and stolen

trading bot API keys
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 Near avoids another UST disaster

Turkish authorities arrest a criminal gang and freeze $40 million in BTC and USDT 

The Turkish Interior Ministry has arrested 46 members of a betting and gambling gang that used cryptocur-

 rencies in its operation according to the authorities; $135 million worth of cryptocurrency was transferred to

11 gang members

 Near Foundation has announced

 that it will allocate $40 million to

 protect USN token from collapse

 The USN coin is an algorithmic stable

coin that is unrelated to the Near Foun-

 dation According to the announcement,

 the Decentral Bank team responsible

 for USN coins has contacted The Near

 Foundation to acknowledge that the coin

is no longer collateralized by the dol-

 lar due to critical market conditionsThe

 response of the Near Foundation was

that the coin project should be closed

 In turn, Near will provide $40 million

 through a program that allows the

.coin to be converted to USDT or dollars

 The program period will be until October 

24, 2023
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BNB network achieves new achievement

 The number of addresses on the BNBChain network has reached more

 than 200,000,000So BNB Chain became the second network in terms

of number of addresses
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.Bitcoin outperforms traditional financial assets in the third quarter of 2022

Can Optimisim Outperform Solana?

Although Solana coin has a market value that is 60 times larger than Optimism coin, Optimism Network has outdo 

Solana in DeFi in terms of total booked value TVL 

Bitcoin -1%

Nasdaq -4%

S&P 500 -5% 

EUR -6%

YEN -7% 

Gold -7%

GBP -8% 
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Does COO 

NFTs Change 

the Concept 

of NFTs?
Although NFTs is a new term 

in the encryption field, it 

changes and evolves daily.

The development varies be-

tween the encryption method 

(ERC-721 or ERC-1155) and use 

(Static NFT or Dynamic NFT).

But our topic today is about 

one of the foundations on 

which the concept of NFT has 

been built since the beginning 

and which are property rights.

If you want to explain the 

goal of NFTs to anyone, for 

the most part the point of  

retaining digital art's 

property rights on the  

Internet will be your 

strongest point.

Most popular NFTs now use IP 

licenses, which is intellectual 

property license, that is, with 

your purchase of NFT,  

intellectual property is  

transferred to you.

That's why we see, for  

example, some companies 

like Happy Dad buy Bayc NFT 

and use the image for  

commercial purposes because 

they now own the rights to 

this artwork.

We also see the Tiffany  

jewellery company that sold 

gold chains of CryptoPunks 

characters.

In a simpler sense, when you 

see a person mocking the 

NFTS on the argument that he 

can take a screenshot and  

upload the image to his  

device, having an NFT allows 

you to own the copyright 

to the image and that's the 

difference between it and a 

screenshot.

But it seems that with the 

development of the concept 

of NFT, we may see a change 

of this principle.

COO NFTs

The CCO acronym stands for 

Creative Common License, 

which is a creative license 

that transfers the rights of 

ownership of artwork to the 

public.

These are NFTs where artwork 

isnt subject to copyright and 

anyone can use it for  

commercial or artistic  

purposes.

Through CCO NFTs, some 

expect that they will give 

intellectual freedom and the 

ability to use NFT for different 

purposes, which may give NFT 

a wider prevalence.

We recently saw one of the 

biggest NFT chains which is 

Moon Birds that turned  

intellectual property rights 

into COO.

This did not satisfy some NFT 

owners who were already 

using the NFT for commercial 

purposes.

One of the owners of Moon 

Bird commented that he was 

working on licensing the 

rights to NFT for a large sum 

of money, but after this 

 decision anyone can use nft 

for commercial purposes.

One obstacle that COO NFTs 
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may face is that the  

community cannot control the 

use of NFTs.

For example; If someone 

takes your NFT image and 

uses it to spread racist 

thoughts or hate speeches, it 

may harm you and may lower 

your NFT value without any 

intervention from you.

So the a16z investment  

company proposed an idea to 

develop the concept of 

 intellectual property rightst 

of NFT, which it called

”don't be evil.“

The idea involves that  

intellectual property rights 

are defined by some  

activities.

For example; It is possible to 

use commercially  

non-exclusive property rights 

that give the NFT owner the 

right to revoke the licence to 

use the artwork if it is used 

for bad purposes or for or 

hateful purposes.

A16z also proposed another 

type of property rights, which 

is property rights for  

personal use and is a licence 

that allows anyone to offer 

and print an NFT but is  

prohibited from using it for  

commercial purposes.

eventually; You have to  

realise that the NFT market 

is still newborn and so we 

haven't yet reached the final 

version of what NFTs are and 

how we can handle their use 

in the real world.

But this is the nature of any 

new technology, , for even 

though the Internet has gone 

through decades, we are still 

studying and modifying ways 

to legalize it.

therefore; Despite the  

argument between different 

ways and methods, there is 

no doubt that NFT will change 

the concept of intellectual 

property in the future.
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